
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business development rep. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for business development rep

Serve as a first contact for prospects - SDRs manage inbound leads,
completing an average of 100+ calls and emails per day
Engage in value based conversations by phone and email with key personnel
up to, and including, C-level executives to understand needs and identify
next steps
Qualify leads and generate 15-30 quality leads (BDRs) or more than 30 quality
leads (SDRs) for the Sales team
Capture critical information about the prospect's business to ensure a
seamless handoff to the sales executive while demonstrating to the prospect
that we have listened carefully to their goals and aspirations
Manage and organize the prospect pipeline effectively by allocating time and
energy across pipeline planning, lead development and subsequent sales
efforts for qualified opportunities
Work collaboratively with sales manager and sales/account executives
Perform database and record keeping activities
Leads or supports cross organizational teams regarding new business
opportunities in the Marine Transportation space
Leads the proactive identification, evaluation, development and execution of
recommendations and opportunities to maximize value for Marine
Anticipates the impact of changing business, regulatory and political actions

Example of Business Development Rep Job
Description
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Qualifications for business development rep

Demonstrated business communication skills to include but not limited to
verbal and written communication skills, the ability to effectively
communicate over the phone and speaking before groups of people
excellent interpersonal and negotiation skills
You have strong communication and people skills, and the ability to build
rapport quickly
You are able to use your initiative and to act independently when required
You have a strong will to succeed, and you set yourself stretching targets
You are efficient, accurate and timely in the administration associated with
the role
Previous sales experience would be beneficial


